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PICKLE FINANCE DAO Light Assessment by WACEO AISBL - WACEO AISBL is a

non-profit organization with a mission to provide regulatory clarity to blockchain-based

projects. Such projects include DAOs, NFTs, DeFi, and other blockchain implementations.

Notably, WACEO delivers expert legal advice, assessment services, and business

consultation services. The organization also offers legal representation to entity-less

projects. When working with a DAO, our first course of action is to conduct light

assessments on its existing structure. These assessments enable us to identify and

highlight the legal and regulatory risks and liabilities associated with the DAO.
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This report highlights the results of a light assessment conducted on Pickle Finance DAO.

In this assessment, we consider potential legal and regulatory risks for the DAO in relation

to Data Privacy and AML regulations.

DAO PROFILE

Pickle Finance is a yield aggregator. This means it aggregates and compounds rewards

from other protocols. Furthermore, this helps users maximize their DeFi yields and saves

them time and gas. PICKLE compounds the returns from other protocols in “jars” and

provides rewards to users who stake their jar tokens.

Users deposit their input token in a “pickle jar” to receive pTokens. Afterwards, PICKLE

collects the reward token on behalf of the user and re-invests it in other input tokens,

growing the users' profit. The pToken is then deposited into the pickle farm, which will

result in $Pickle emissions on top of the rewards. Finally, the user can sell the $Pickle or

lock it for DILL, the governance token. This way, they can increase the rewards from their

farm.

RISKS AND REGULATORY ISSUES IDENTIFIED.

Anti-Money Laundering Regulations.

The EU is strengthening its framework to combat money laundering and terrorist financing

within the blockchain ecosystem. It is believed that criminals can take advantage of

cryptocurrency's anonymity and the decentralized nature of DAOs. Therefore, the AMLD 5

aims for transparency regarding service providers that act as "custodian wallet providers''.

Pickle Finance falls specifically within this category. This means that the DAO would have

to perform CDD and KYC duties. The problem, however, is that these requirements might

compromise the privacy of its users as PICKLE users would have to reveal their identity.
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The FATF Guidelines also apply in this case. This is because PICKLE falls within the

definition of VASP. Implementing the FATF Guidelines and rules would result in the same

privacy legal and regulatory risks described above with the AMLD 5. The recipients and

senders are both required to have their data gathered, hence, violating their anonymity.

Data Privacy.

Pickle Finance’s web page does not contain their privacy policy. Therefore, it is not

possible to identify some crucial information. An example is what kind of data is being

processed by the DAO and how data is used. This further raises additional data security

related legal and regulatory risks. A few concerns the rights of the users regarding data

storage and the deletion of personal information. Asides from this, there are potential

conflicts regarding users' privacy and the transparency principle under the GDPR.

Applicable Law.

There is unclarity as to the jurisdiction that can adjudicate potential future conflicts. The

possible impact is that different laws may be applicable in diverse situations, depending

on where the breach occurred. Hence, leading to different outcomes. The reason for this

is that national or regional regulators enforce data protection and AML requirements in

most countries.

BOTTOM LINE.

When joining a DAO, the members should not only be aware of the technical but also the

legal and regulatory risks. DAOs must organize to develop and implement compliance

roadmaps to achieve sustainable growth in line with legal and regulatory frameworks. The

various regulatory challenges of DAOs and the current legislations regarding their status

make the navigation of the regulatory landscape for DAOs tricky.
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This is why WACEO AISBL aims to build a trusted ecosystem of DAOs and competent

service providers. This would allow compliance-seeking DAOs to interact with Service

Providers to support them with the dynamic legal and regulatory challenges. These light

assessments will provide DAOs with the necessary insights they may require to mitigate

their legal and regulatory risks and liabilities effectively. With these assessments, DAOs

gain an incredible edge in their navigation of an uncertain regulatory landscape.

�Disclaimer: The information for this assessment-coverage was sourced from public sources. The assessment should not be
construed as investment or legal advice. July 2021�
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